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Queensland Studies Authority Conference 
Presenter:  Associate Professor Sandra Gattenhof 
Sandra Gattenhof is Head of Drama in the Creative Industries Faculty, QUT. She is co-program 
leader of the Children and Youth Cultures strand within the QUT Research Centre Children and 
Youth Research Centre (CYRC). A life-long educator and trained primary teacher Sandra 
specialises in drama/arts in schools & communities, postdramatic theatre and contemporary 
performance for children and young people. 
Using Shaun Tan’s picture book Rules of Summer (2013) as a pretext, this practical session will 
explore how primary teachers can engage middle and upper primary students in drama-based 
activities that support student learning and assessment outcomes in both English and The Arts (with 
a particular emphasis on drama and media arts). The session will explore notions of persuasive text 
(written and oral), points of view, devised storytelling and embodied learning. Participants will 
receive unit planning materials that can be immediately implemented in their classrooms during the 
session. 
Level of schooling: Years 4-7 (the lesson uses content descriptions for year 5. 
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Drama Years 5 and 6 
Years 5 and 6 Level Description 
In Years 5 and 6, learning in Drama builds on the experience of the previous band. It involves 
students making and responding to devised and scripted drama independently, and collaboratively 
with their classmates, teachers and communities. 
Students develop character through voice and movement and extend their understanding and use 
of situation, focus, tension, space and time. They explore language and ideas to create dramatic 
action and consider mood and atmosphere in performance. They use conventions of story and other 
devices such as dramatic symbol to communicate meaning and shape and sustain drama for 
audiences. 
As they experience drama, students draw on drama from a range of cultures, times and locations. 
They explore the drama and influences of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, and those 
of the Asia region. Students learn about drama in and beyond their local community. Students 
explore how Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander drama develops narrative, drives dramatic tension 
and uses performance styles and symbolism to communicate ideas. 
As they make and respond to drama, students explore meaning and interpretation, forms and 
elements including voice, movement, situation, space and time, and tension. They explore the 
social, cultural and historical contexts of drama. They evaluate the use of elements of drama in 
drama they view and perform. 
Students maintain safety in dramatic play and in interaction with other actors. Their understanding 
of the roles of artists and audiences builds upon previous bands as students engage with more 
diverse performances.  
Drama Years 5 and 6 Achievement Standard 
By the end of Year 6, students explain how dramatic action and meaning is communicated in drama 
they make, perform and view. They explain how drama from different cultures, times and places 
influences their own drama making. 
Students work collaboratively as they use the elements of drama to shape character, voice and 
movement in improvisation, playbuilding and performances of devised and scripted drama for 
audiences. 
English Year 5 Achievement Standard 
Receptive modes (listening, reading and viewing) 
By the end of Year 5, students explain how text structures assist in understanding the text. They 
understand how language features, images and vocabulary influence interpretations of characters, 
settings and events.  
They analyse and explain literal and implied information from a variety of texts. They describe how 
events, characters and settings in texts are depicted and explain their own responses to them. They 
listen and ask questions to clarify content. 
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Productive modes (speaking, writing and creating) 
Students use language features to show how ideas can be extended. They develop and explain a 
point of view about a text, selecting information, ideas and images from a range of resources. 
Students create a variety of sequenced texts for different purposes and audiences. They make 
presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, taking into account other 
perspectives. When writing, they demonstrate understanding of grammar, select specific vocabulary 
and use accurate spelling and punctuation, editing their work to provide structure and meaning. 
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Unit title:  
 
Thinking as if you are another: Drama, persuasive language and pretexts OR Do you know the 
rules of Summer? 
 
Year/level: Year 5-6 (could be altered to suit Content Descriptions for years 3-4 or 7-8. 
Time allocation: One Hour 
Focus/context for learning: 
This lesson draws upon content from The Arts (Drama) and English which is activated in a dramatic 
environment to explore notions of persuasive text (written and oral), points of view, devised storytelling 
and embodied learning. 
Focus Content Descriptions: 
Drama Levels 5-6 (from Australian Curriculum The Arts 
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/thearts/Rationale-Aims/drama ) 
6.1 Explore dramatic action, empathy and space in improvisations, playbuilding and scripted drama to 
develop characters and situations. 
6.2 Develop skills and techniques of voice and movement to create characters, mood, atmosphere, and 
focus dramatic action. 
English level 5 (from Australian Curriculum English 
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/english/Curriculum/F-10#level5) 
Texts in Context – Literary 
Show how ideas and points of view in texts are conveyed through the use of vocabulary, including 
idiomatic expressions, objective and subjective language, and that these can change according to context 
(ACELY1698)  
Clarify understanding of content as it unfolds in formal and informal situations, connecting ideas to 
students’ own experiences and present and justify a point of view (ACELY1699) 
Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations for defined audiences and purposes incorporating accurate 
and sequenced content and multimodal elements (ACELY1700) 
Key Resource 
Shaun Tan (2013) Rules of Summer. Lothian: Australia. 
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Lesson Phase Content Description/s Activity Sequence Resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Orientating 
 Enter to songs: Sounds of Then and 
Great Southern Land 
 
Music: 
Sounds of Then by 
Ganggajang 
 
Great Southern Land 
by Icehouse 
Clarify understanding 
of content as it 
unfolds in formal and 
informal situations, 
connecting ideas to 
students’ own 
experiences and 
present and justify a 
point of view 
(ACELY1699) 
 
Story Circle - Memories of Summer 
As students to sit in a circle and close 
their eyes. Take them through a short 
guided walk of their life, asking them to 
take particular notice of their journey 
through many summers. For example, 
image yourself as a child aged ten. What 
did you look like? What did you like to 
wear when it was hot and summery? 
What was your favourite activity during 
summer? Guide the students through 
major phases of their life to date? 
 
Ask the students to open their eyes. 
Teacher question: Would anyone be 
willing to share their memory of summer? 
Share between 3-5 memories. 
 
6.1 Explore dramatic 
action, empathy and 
space in 
improvisations, 
playbuilding and 
scripted drama to 
develop characters 
and situations. 
 
Freeze Frame 
Iconic images of summer in groups 
Divide the class into small groups (3-4 
students in each group. 
Ask them to select one of the memories 
of summer or devise their own to develop 
into a frozen image using their bodies. 
Give students time in group to discuss 
and generate the image. 
Ask all students to stop and freeze. 
Undertake a group rehearsal in which the 
teacher counts down … 3, 2, 1 Freeze 
and all group make their image 
simultaneously. Teacher selects 3 groups 
to share their image one at a time, while 
the remainder of the class becomes the 
audience. Discuss each image in turn 
and ask volunteers to create a headline 
(title) to accompany each image. 
 
Option: Teacher could take a photograph 
of the freeze frames. Students write a 
short newspaper article or film a short 
news piece to camera that takes the point 
of view that the image that they select is 
THE iconic image of summer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Optional: digital 
camera or digital video 
camera/iPad or 
iPhone. 
 
 
 
6.1 Explore dramatic 
action, empathy and 
space in 
Rumour Mill – Rules of Summer 
Ask students to imagine that in our city 
there are rules that govern behaviour 
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Enhancing 
improvisations, 
playbuilding and 
scripted drama to 
develop characters 
and situations. 
 
throughout summer. These rules are 
unspoken and mostly unwritten and if you 
are overhead by the Summer Inspector 
speaking the rules you may be punished.  
 
Ask the students to imagine that it is just 
on dusk and they are on their way home 
from (ask students to suggest where they 
are travelling from) and you turn the 
corner to see…  
Ask students to gather around the story 
chair and show students image one from 
book – two boys whispering (1st double 
page image in the book).  
… You overhear these two boys just on 
whispering. 
Teacher question: 
If there were rules of summer what might 
they be? 
Ask students to find an individual space 
in the room. On the word ‘action’ they 
must connect with 5-10 other people in 
the room and whisper the rule of summer 
that they overheard. If they like 
someone’s rule they can steal it and pass 
it on. 
Stop the action. 
Ask students to share the rumours they 
heard. 
Invite students to gather at the story chair 
and share with them the rules that the 
two boys were discussing by sharing the 
book from ‘This is what I learned last 
summer’ to ‘Never give your keys to a 
stranger’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Story chair with Rules 
of Summer placed 
upon it. 
6.2 Develop skills 
and techniques of 
voice and movement 
to create characters, 
mood, atmosphere, 
and focus dramatic 
action. 
 
Show how ideas and 
points of view in texts 
are conveyed through 
the use of 
vocabulary, including 
idiomatic expressions, 
objective and 
subjective language, 
and that these can 
change according to 
context (ACELY1698)  
Teacher Narration 
Ask the students to close their eyes.  
Narration: It is mid-summer and all the 
surfaces in the streets are gleaming with 
white hot and are reflecting glare so 
strong you need to shield your eyes. You 
have been overhead discussing the rules 
of summer and have been called to the 
Office of the Summer Inspector. Open 
your eyes – without speaking look at the 
image before you. 
Show the students the image titled ‘Never 
forget your password’. 
 
Teacher in Role 
Teacher in Role - Summer Inspector 
Students in blanket role - Rule Breakers 
 
Teacher in role questions the rule 
breakers about what they have been 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summer hat, zinc and 
whistle for Summer 
Inspector 
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Clarify understanding 
of content as it 
unfolds in formal and 
informal situations, 
connecting ideas to 
students’ own 
experiences and 
present and justify a 
point of view 
(ACELY1699) 
doing. This is an improvised question and 
answer session, in which students need 
to persuade the Summer Inspector that 
they were discussing the rules of summer 
for a very good reason. 
 
Freeze the teacher in role. 
 
 
 
6.2 Develop skills 
and techniques of 
voice and movement 
to create characters, 
mood, atmosphere, 
and focus dramatic 
action. 
 
Plan, rehearse and 
deliver presentations 
for defined audiences 
and purposes 
incorporating 
accurate and 
sequenced content 
and multimodal 
elements (ACELY1700) 
 
 
Role Play 
Take students out of role 
Read from Never forget your password’ 
to ‘Always bring bolt cutters’ 
Tell students to imagine their ‘bolt cutters’ 
are words. What would you say to 
convince the Summer Inspector not to 
banish you to the land of darkness 
forever? 
 
Divide the class into pairs. Allow each 
pair to choose who is A and who is B 
A =Summer Inspector 
B=Rule Breakers. 
 
Students in role rehearse what they 
would say to convince the Summer 
Inspector that they had a very good 
reason to be discussing the Rules of 
Summer. 
Let the role play run for 2-3 minutes and 
then stop the action. Ask the pairs to 
swap roles and undertake the activity 
again. 
 
Teacher moves about the space as 
activity takes place looking for three 
students to share their persuasive speech 
with the group in the next activity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Synthesising 
6.2 Develop skills 
and techniques of 
voice and movement 
to create characters, 
mood, atmosphere, 
and focus dramatic 
action. 
 
Plan, rehearse and 
deliver presentations 
for defined audiences 
and purposes 
incorporating 
accurate and 
Role Play/Extended Improvisation - 
Keys to the Kingdom 
Teacher is in role as the Summer 
Inspector. 
Students are in role as the Rule 
Breakers. 
 
Place the drama block/rostra or low chair 
in the centre of the space. Asks students 
to gather around. Teacher asks the 
selected students from the previous 
activity one at a time to come into the 
Office of the Summer Inspector and plead 
their cause. 
Summer hat, zinc and 
whistle for Summer 
Inspector 
 
Drama block/rostra or 
low chair. 
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sequenced content 
and multimodal 
elements (ACELY1700) 
 
 
Option: at the conclusion of the activity 
discuss the hallmarks of the persuasive 
text that the volunteers used effectively. 
 Teacher narration 
Ask students to close their eyes. 
Narration: you were successful in 
persuading the Summer Inspector to 
allow you to stay in the kingdom of 
summer and that there would be a review 
period of 3 months. How do you feel? 
Move around the space and tap 5 
students on the shoulder and ask them to 
verbalise their feeling response. 
 
 
 Take students out of role and ask them to 
gather around the story chair. 
Read from ‘Always know the way home” 
to ‘That’s it”. 
 
  Reflective Circle 
Provide each student with a Post-it Note 
and felt pens. Ask them to record 
something that they did particularly well 
during the activities. Get the students to 
place the Post-it Note on the wall/door as 
they exit the room. 
Yellow and orange 
Post-it Notes 
Felt pens 
 
Glossary of Dramatic Conventions Used in This Lesson 
Blanket role: a process convention in which all the participants take the same role within a whole-
group role play. It is often used with younger students because it is a non-threatening way for them 
to begin to work in drama.  
Freeze-frame image : a convention used in performance and process drama in which a person or 
the members of a group use their bodies to make an image capturing an idea, theme, or moment in 
time; also called a group sculpture or still image or frozen image.  
Improvisation: spontaneous invention and development of drama without use of scripts or 
preparation.  
Reflective circle: a process convention in which students stand in a circle and one at a time 
contribute a word, phrase or sentence reflecting on the drama work. This can be presented in 
written or oral form. 
Role-playing: using the imagination to identify with someone else in order to explore and represent 
experience from their perspective or viewpoint; also called being in role.  
Teacher narration: a performance convention in which a person narrates the action that occurs 
within a drama.  
Teacher in role: a process convention and teaching strategy where the teacher manages a class 
from within a drama by taking a role to deepen and extend students' inquiry and learning.  
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Planning Process Considerations 
Select the learning outcomes on which to focus  
• Consider the prior learnings, needs and interests of the students.  
• Identify the learning outcome(s) that will be the focus of learning and assessment.  
• Make sure you are cognisant of the developmental sequence by looking at the content 
descriptions at the levels before and after the selected the content descriptions.  
Select strategies to promote consistency of teacher judgment   
• Identify which strategies will be used to ensure consistency of judgment of students and 
demonstrations of learning outcomes. 
Make explicit what students need to know and do to demonstrate the content descriptions 
• Analyse the learning outcomes to make explicit what students need to know and do with what they 
know. This information can be used to inform planning of any activity or unit addressing that 
learning outcome.   
• Use elements from the syllabus (including the core content) and sourcebook guidelines 
(elaborations, modules) to support understanding of the learning outcomes and to assist the 
analysis.  
Choose the context(s) for learning  
• Consider the specific needs, interests and abilities of the students (learning styles, special needs, 
target groups, previous experiences and prior learnings).  
• Consider the available resources.  
Select and sequence learning activities and teaching strategies  
• Use the analyses of the learning outcomes to guide the selection of learning activities.   
• Identify core content that is relevant to the core learning outcome(s) and that could provide 
contexts for activities that meet the needs, interests and abilities of the students.  
• Develop learning activities and/or use the sourcebook modules from the relevant key learning 
areas and other resources to identify activities that provide learning opportunities through which 
students can develop an understanding of the knowledge, practices and dispositions described in 
the learning outcomes.  
• Identify teaching strategies that meet the needs of the students.  
• Sequence activities according to a preferred teaching approach  
Identify or design assessment opportunities   
• Identify learning activities that could provide opportunities for students to demonstrate what they 
know in terms of the content description/s.   
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• Design specific assessment tasks if required.  
• Make explicit the basis for judgments about students’ demonstrations of learning outcomes.   
Identify how to gather and record evidence  
• Select the assessment techniques that will be used to gather evidence.   
• Decide on the most appropriate way to record evidence so that it can be easily accessed when 
making judgments about students’ demonstrations of content description/s.   
Identify when and how judgments will be made   
• Identify when and how the recorded evidence will be used to make judgments about students’ 
demonstrations of achievement standards.  
Identify when and how reporting of student progress will occur  
• Identify how and when feedback will be provided to students about their learning and their 
progress in relation to the content descriptions and achievement statement.  
• Identify whether (and if so, how and when) other audiences will be provided with information about 
the learning that has occurred in the unit of work. 
EMBEDDING ASSESSMENT 
There are five assessment techniques that can be successfully employed in the primary years for 
The Arts – observation, consultation, focused analysis, work sample peer and self-assessment. 
Then you play a game of mix and match with the sources of evidence and the recording instrument. 
 
Look at the sequence of activities and decide upon when you can collect evidence and how you will 
collect evidence (that is what recording instrument will be used). Remember that assessment arises 
out of the activities/class work and it is not a separate layer added in. It is intrinsic to the teaching 
cycle. 
 
Assessment 
Type 
Demonstration of 
Content Description 
(What students know 
and can do) 
Activity for 
collection of 
evidence 
Recording Instrument 
Observation  
 
  
Focused 
Analysis 
 
 
  
Consultation  
 
  
Peer and Self-
Assessment 
 
 
  
 
Developing Drama-based units of work – some resources 
Queensland Years 1-10 Syllabus Sourcebook Modules 
http://www.qsa.qld.edu.au/687.html 
 
Ministry of Education New Zealand – Arts Online 
http://artsonline.tki.org.nz/Drama 
